
 

- Generates a customised code with a simple to use graphical interface - Supports all modern databases, and even creates a
physical database model - Built-in package manager allows you to run the application directly from the Windows registry -
Support for multiple installations on a single Windows box - Manage all the necessary configuration files and registry keys -
Package manager that makes the distribution of the application easy. com.installer.GUI.VERSION=1.1.1
com.installer.GUI.DATE=03/13/2010 com.installer.GUI.AUTHOR=Thomas Brown com.installer.GUI.NAME=Installer
com.installer.GUI.LICENSE=Copyright 2006 com.installer.GUI.PACKAGE=com.installer.GUI
com.installer.GUI.PRIVATE_PLATFORM= com.installer.GUI.PLATFORM=Win32 Package Migrator Description: - This
software can migrate an application from any platform, operating system, and language, - to another platform, operating system
and/or language. - Migrate the database schema, tables, views, triggers, stored procedures, and objects - between database
systems. - Provides a GUI allowing you to select the objects to be migrated. - Provides an easy interface to the command line
tool that allows you to specify the location and name of the old and new application. - Can be used to transfer applications to
SQL Server 2000. notepad++ description: Notepad++ is a free, cross-platform, multi-file editor with syntax highlighting and
many powerful features for text editing. It is available for Windows, macOS, Linux, the Web and the command line. It is
extensible through plugins and more than 12,000 active contributors. Features: - Syntax highlighting for many popular
programming languages (C, C++, C#, Java, JavaScript, Lua, PHP, Perl, Python, Ruby, and XML) - Advanced text editing and
formatting features - Tabbed document interface, tabs can be used for groups of related files - Tab-based customizable user
interface - Unicode support: characters from most standard scripts (such as Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Thai) are
well supported - New text editor with redesigned user interface and performance boosts - Search and replace in many files at
once - Book 70238732e0
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Key macro is a macro command that is used to hide the data you do not want to show in the workbook. The key macro function
is very useful for those users who want to modify Microsoft Access workbooks using any third-party application, because the
macro code can be hidden in the workbook without affecting its compatibility with third-party applications. Description:
Description: Description: Highlights of Key macro: Data: Key macro can be used to hide the table data or all the cells in a table.
This feature is a very important for users who want to protect their data or some cells in a table without leaving any trace in the
workbook. Drawing: With the help of key macro function, it is very easy to replace the data with a new picture in the workbook.
Help/Help: Help or even knowledge base of any command in any standard MS Access workbook can be used through this
feature. The information about the command is stored in the macro, so if anyone needs to modify the workbook using a third-
party application, he doesn’t need to worry about the change in the help or knowledge base because they will not affect the
workbook’s compatibility with third-party applications. Versioning: The unique ID of the workbook can be used to version the
workbook. When any modification is done on the workbook, the workbook can be stored in the versions. The workbook can be
restored from its versions or even from a specific version. Overview: Documentation: 1-Click Keys. Saving Document: User can
save the workbook in two formats: XML and HTML. These two formats will store the workbook’s data in XML files, and this
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file can be opened and edited by any third-party application. On the other hand, the workbook can be saved in HTML format.
HTML will store the workbook’s data in an HTML file, and this file can be opened by any web browser. Viewing Key Code:
Key macro includes two commands: Code and MView. Code will open the workbook and the user can view the key code that is
used to hide data in the workbook. Mview opens the workbook in a new page so that it is very easy to view the key code without
opening the workbook. Code: Code macro can be used to view the key code that is used to hide the data in the workbook. It can
also hide the
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